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NOTICE: You Do NOT Have the Right to Reprint or Resell this Report  

 
You Also MAY NOT Give Away, Sell or Share the Credit Herein  

 
©2015 Susanne Myers & Tracy Roberts PiggyMakesBank.com  
 
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.  
 
No part of this report may be reproduced or transmitted in any form whatsoever, electronic, or mechanical, including photocopying, 
recording, or by any informational storage or retrieval system without the express written, dated and signed permission from the 
author.  
 
 
DISCLAIMER AND/OR LEGAL NOTICES:  
 

The information presented herein represents the view of the author as of the date of this publication. Because of the rate with which 

conditions change, the author reserves the right to alter and update his opinion based on the new conditions. The report is for informational 

purposes only.  

While every attempt has been made to verify the information provided in this report, neither the author nor his affiliates/partners assume any 

responsibility for errors, inaccuracies or omissions.  

Any slights of people or organizations are unintentional. If advice concerning legal or related matters is needed, the services of a fully qualified 

professional should be sought. This report is not intended for use as a source of legal or accounting advice. You should be aware of any laws 

which govern business transactions or other business practices in your country and state. Any reference to any person or business whether 

living or dead is purely coincidental.  

Every effort has been made to accurately represent this product and its potential. Even though this industry is one of the few where 
one can write their own check in terms of earnings, there is no guarantee that you will earn any money using the techniques and 
ideas in these materials. Examples in these materials are not to be interpreted as a promise or guarantee of earnings. Earning 
potential is entirely dependent on the person using our product, ideas and techniques. I do not purport this as a “get rich scheme.” 

Any claims made of actual earnings or examples of actual results can be verified upon request. Your level of success in attaining the 
results claimed in my materials depends on the time you devote to the program, ideas and techniques mentioned your finances, 
knowledge and various skills. Since these factors differ according to individuals, I cannot guarantee your success or income level. 
Nor am I responsible for any of your actions. 

Materials in my product and our website may contain information that includes or is based upon forward-looking statements within 
the meaning of the securities litigation reform act of 1995. Forward-looking statements give my expectations or forecasts of future 
events. You can identify these statements by the fact that they do not relate strictly to historical or current facts. They use words 
such as “anticipate,” “estimate,” “expect,” “project,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,” and other words and terms of similar meaning in 
connection with a description of potential earnings or financial performance. 

Any and all forward looking statements here or on any of my sales material are intended to express my opinion of earnings potential. 
Many factors will be important in determining your actual results and no guarantees are made that you will achieve results similar to 
mine or anybody else’s, in fact no guarantees are made that you will achieve any results from our ideas and techniques in my 
material. 
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Recommending Profitable Projects To Others 
 

Can we ask a favor? 

If you’re enjoying the monthly reports and task lists and find them helpful, would you mind recommending it 

to others? We’ll gladly pay you a 50% commission on anyone you send our way.  

This means that if you refer two members, your monthly affiliate commission will cover your cost for 

Profitable Projects.  

To grab your affiliate link, go to the member area here and log in with the user name and password you 

created when you signed up.  Click on Affiliate Area, then Links and Banners to find your affiliate link for 

Profitable Projects. Or just email us at piggymakesbank@gmail.com and we’ll email you your link.  

Thanks a bunch – Susanne and Tracy  

  

http://www.piggymakesbank.com/
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Writing A/R Messages Promoting Your Product   
 

Welcome to another profitable project.  We’re going to work on one more round of autoresponder 

messages in this project. We’re sure you’re starting to get tired of writing these, but we promise it is 

well worth the effort when you don’t have to think about adding any more for months to come. And 

they will continue to generate new income with each new batch of subscribers that signs up for your list. 

In other words, your efforts this project (and the past a/r projects) will reap rewards for years to come.  

This is going to be a short lesson since you already know what you’re doing here. If you’re new to writing 

autoresponder messages, please look at the other lessons in this section of the Profitable Projects 

“Vault”.  The premise is the same as what we did in previous projects. Write a series of email messages 

that alternates good content and promotional messages.  

Feel free to use our example that we’re sharing in the bonus section. It’s called “List Building Round 

Table A/R Sequence Example”.  

The big difference this week is that you are going to focus on promoting your own product. This will 

accomplish several things: 

 Generate more sales, putting money directly into your pocket.  

 Growing your list of customers that you can then market to going forward.  

 Create more backend income from the affiliate offers in your products and the follow up emails 

you have set up.  

In other words, focusing on converting more of your free subscribers into buyers of your info product 

will exponentially grow you online income. Sit down and plan your email sequences using the task list at 

the end of this lesson as a guide. Write them, load them into your autoresponder and watch the sales 

come in.  

Quick Tip – Having A Hard Time Tooting Your Own Horn?  

If you are finding it harder to write promotional messages about 

your own stuff than affiliate offers, it helps to keep a few 

things in mind.  

1) Focus on the benefits of your product. Think about what’s 

in it for your customers and what they get out of the 

information you are sharing. Write about that.  

 

2) Pretend you’re your own affiliate. Don’t think of it as 

“your” product. Try to step back and think of it as 

something someone else is offering. Why do you like it? Why 

would you recommend it to your readers? We find it helps to 
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think about why we would buy this.  

 

3) If everything else fails, grab a friend (ideally another 

online marketer or blogger) and ask for some input. You can 

even trade writing promotional emails for each other.  

 

4) Last but not least keep thinking about how you’ll be 

helping your target audience with the content, the emails 

and the product itself. If they don’t know about it, it 

won’t help solve their problems. It’s your job to market it 

to them and share how it can help.  

That’s it for this project. Be sure to scroll down for your daily checklist.   

Warmly,  

 

Tracy Roberts     and           Susanne Myers 

www.PiggyMakesBank.com 
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Daily Checklist  
 

Day 1  

 Come up with an email sequence outline for 4 weeks that combines content and solo email. 

 Aim to send at least 1 email per week… 2 would be better.  

Day 2  

 Write the email messages for week 1 being sure to include at least one offer.  

 Upload the messages to your autoresponder 

 

Day 3 

 Write the email messages for week 2 being sure to include at least one offer.  

 Upload the messages to your autoresponder 

 

Day 4  

 Write the email messages for week 3 being sure to include at least one offer.  

 Upload the messages to your autoresponder 

 

Day 5  

 Write the email messages for week 4 being sure to include at least one offer.  

 Upload the messages to your autoresponder 
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